New facilities. New equipment. New heights.
Our move is your gain.

We move,
you benefit.
In May 2008, Ampersand Printing is moving.
But all you’ll notice is us shifting into a higher gear.
Our move to 999 York Road completes a process long underway – a move
to become one of the first fully automated print facilities in North America.
Ampersand’s progress has already been recognized with the international
CIPPI award for the biggest improvement in efficiency and customer
responsiveness as a result of process automation. From estimating through
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printing, finishing and delivery, our workflow is governed by the industry standard,
computer-driven JDF (Job Definition Format). This means that you benefit from
unsurpassed print quality and flexibility.

Passion & precision.
This move means more than just a change of scenery.
Our passion for printing will be integrated with a fully automated facility.
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No surprises.

Printing with flying colours.

Faster across the finish line.

Wind powered & easy on trees.

Your jobs will be brought to press faster

A 10-micron Staccato™ screen gives

More options and accuracy – that’s what

Our state-of-the-art equipment is bullfrog-

with rules-based software that fully

unsurpassed detail and makes your product

our automated finishing system gives you.

powered by wind, water and other green

automates preflight and avoids delays. Each

shine. Ampersand’s new 40-inch, six-colour

More in-house equipment means more

energy. You can spec FSC-certified paper

proof is produced to exacting specifications

press with an aqueous coater prints with

control over quality and timing. Our new

from well-managed forests. Plus, we use

and calibrated to your specified paper

the highest quality in the industry on a

40-inch folder completes even the most

ecological chemistry management and create

type. The days of unpleasant surprises at

wide variety of substrates, from onion skin

complicated folds – including double

less waste through automation. So the

the proofing stage are over.

to 40 point board – at competitive rates.

gates – in record time.

planet (and your conscience) will be cleaner.

Benefit now.
999 York Road
Guelph, Ontario
N1E 6Y9

phone 519.836.8800
toll free 800.560.5027
fax 519.836.7204
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